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ABSTRACT
While successful on broadcast news, meetings or telephone
conversation, state-of-the-art speaker diarization techniques
tend to perform poorly on TV series or movies. In this
paper, we propose to rely on state-of-the-art face clustering techniques to guide acoustic speaker diarization. Two
approaches are tested and evaluated on the first season of
Game Of Thrones TV series. The second (better) approach
relies on a novel talking-face detection module based on bidirectional long short-term memory recurrent neural network. Both audio-visual approaches outperform the audioonly baseline. A detailed study of the behavior of these
approaches is also provided and paves the way to future improvements.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Speaker diarization is the task of partitioning an audio
stream into homogeneous temporal segments according to
the identity of the speaker. Followed by a supervised or unsupervised speaker identification step [15], it allows to answer the question “who speaks when?”. Automatic speech
transcription also benefits from speaker diarization to address the question “who speaks what?”. Resulting augmented
(or “rich”) transcription can be very useful for multimedia
documents structuring and indexing.
Speaker diarization has been successfully applied to various types of content: radio or TV broadcast news (mostly
prepared speech and clean audio), telephone conversation
(limited number of speakers) and meetings (spontaneous
speech and lower audio quality). It is usually tackled using
three cascading modules (speech activity detection, speaker
change detection and unsupervised speech turns clustering)
followed by an optional resegmentation step [2].
This paper investigates the application of speaker diarization on TV series content. As a matter of fact, it has been
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shown that current state-of-the-art approaches do not perform well when applied to TV series or movies [5, 9]. Several
reasons might explain why this is the case. First, the number of speakers may vary a lot from one TV series to another
(and even from one episode to another). For instance, Game
of Thrones episodes range from 28 to 48 speakers, while The
Big Bang Theory episodes only vary between 9 and 12 speakers. Then, the quality of the speech signal is often degraded
because of background music or noise. Finally, though it is
acted speech, one can classify speech interactions between
TV series characters as spontaneous – as opposed to prepared or read speech in broadcast news, for instance. This
leads to a lot of short speech turns for which the usual 2 seconds or more assumption made by state-of-the-art speaker
diarization system no longer holds. For instance, median
speech turn duration is only 1.6 second for Game Of Thrones
TV series.
In this paper, we aim at improving the clustering step
by taking advantage of recent advances in deep learning for
face recognition and clustering [20] combined with a novel
talking-face detection module based on bi-directional long
short-term memory (BLSTM) recurrent neural networks.
Section 2 compares the approach we propose with existing
work from the literature. Our novel approach to talkingface detection using recurrent neural networks is described
in Section 3. The complete pipeline is described in details
in Section 4, while Section 5 summarizes the first set of experiments applied to Game Of Thrones TV series. Finally,
we conclude the paper in Section 6.

2.

OVERVIEW AND RELATED WORKS

Figure 1 provides an overview of the approaches proposed
in this paper. The main intuition is that, when a character
is speaking, it is very likely that their face is visible and
their voice is audible at the same time. Therefore, it should
be possible to achieve (or at least guide) speaker diarization
using face clustering. Obviously, the reciprocal is not true:
the face of a character may be visible even if they do not
speak. This is why we added the optional module dedicated
to talking-face detection – which can be used to avoid tagging
speech turns with non-speaking face labels. More details are
available in Sections 3 and 4.
While a large number of papers addressed the problem
of face recognition or clustering in TV series [12, 13, 23],
only a handful of papers focused on speaker identification
or diarization in TV series [7, 5]. [7] assumes that acoustic
speaker models are available to perform supervised speaker
identification. [5] is closer to our work as it aims at improv-
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Figure 1: Overview of the proposed approaches. Every bullet
ing unsupervised acoustic speaker diarization using dialogue
scenes detected automatically from repeating shot/reverseshot patterns. Focusing on those dialogue scenes (which
represents only half of the episode duration), they report
a diarization error rate (DER) of 49.3% on one episode of
Game of Thrones, even though they rely on manual speech
turn segmentation. Other scenes are not processed nor part
of the evaluation – DER of the full episode is therefore expected to be much higher.
Among face recognition papers referenced earlier, most
of them rely on some kind of talking-face detection module
to map subtitles and/or transcript to the current speaker.
[12] computes the minimum pixelwise total difference between regions around the mouth determined via block matching, average it over the duration of the subtitle, and dualthreshold the resulting value into three classes: speaking,
not sure, not speaking. They report a precision of around
94% and recall of 18% on this subtitle-to-face matching task.
[13, 23] compute the spatial distance between lower and upper lips, apply band-pass filtering at the expected lip motion frequency (4-8Hz), accumulate it over the duration of
the subtitles, and finally threshold it to perform the same
task. Our talking-face detection module differs from these
previous works in several ways: we do not assume that subtitles are available (and instead rely on detected acoustic
speech regions) and we model this task as a sequence labeling task based on audio-visual features (instead of a binary
classification task based on one single visual features).

3.

acoustic features. Visual features are extracted every 40ms
(videos are encoded at 25 frames per second) and interpolated linearly to reach a period of 20ms. We concatenate
the normalized (x, y) coordinates of 18 facial landmarks [16]
(those located around the lips), their first derivatives, their
second derivatives, and the normalized mouth width with
its first and second derivatives – leading to 111-dimensional
visual features. The final 131-dimensional audio-visual features are used as input of the RNN described in the next
paragraph.

3.2

Bidirectional long short-term memory recurrent neural networks

We use the modified version of the LSTM cell introduced
in [14] and train the RNN using Quantum Particle Swarm
Optimization (QPSO) [21] and Back-Propagation Through
Time (BPTT) [24]. QPSO loss function is a weighted frame
error rate defined as follows:
loss = (1 − α)

X
s∈S

(1 − zs ) + α

X

zn

(1)

n∈N

where S is the set of talking-face frames, N is the set of nontalking-face frames, z is the binary output of the BLSTMRNN classifier for each frame and α sets the relative importance between errors on the talking-face frames and errors on
the non-talking-face frames. For BPTT, we used a similarly
weighted version of the maximum likelihood loss function
for a binary classifier. All details can be found in [14].

TALKING-FACE DETECTION

Recurrent neural networks (RNN) and in particular those
based on long short-term memory (LSTM-RNN) have been
successfully applied to a wide range of classification tasks
for which the discriminative information is embedded in a
sequence. In particular, for (acoustic-only) voice activity
detection (VAD), [14] showed that LSTM-RNN can outperform other VAD techniques. This section focuses on our first
contribution: adapting the modified bidirectional long shortterm memory recurrent neural networks (BLSTM-RNN) introduced in [14] to the talking-face detection problem.

3.1

• corresponds to one hyper-parameter.

Feature extraction

Each face track (defined in Section 4.2) is described by
a sequence of audio-visual features, made of the concatenation of acoustic and visual features. Acoustic features
are extracted every 20ms on a 32ms window. We concatenate 6 Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC), their
first derivatives, their second derivatives, and the first and
second derivative of the energy – leading to 20-dimensional

4.

FACE-DRIVEN SPEAKER DIARIZATION

This section focuses on our second contribution: using face
clustering (and optionally talking-face detection) to improve
speaker diarization.

4.1

Speech detection and BIC clustering

Because we focused our work on clustering, we used reference speech activity detection as the first module of all
approaches. It is obtained automatically by force-aligning
manual speech transcripts with the audio stream. This first
step results in a sequence of very short speech segments (one
per spoken word): 230ms on average.
The same feature extraction step is used for both the
linear BIC clustering and the regular BIC clustering modules: 12 MFCC coefficients and the energy are extracted
every 16ms on a 32ms window. Both modules consist in
the application of iterative agglomerative clustering using
the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) as similarity measure [8]. Each iteration consists in three steps: merge the
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Figure 2: Each speech turn is tagged with the most
co-occurring face cluster (e.g. C for turn #2).
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4.2

Face tracking and clustering

The face clustering module in Figure 1 is actually built
upon four submodules. First, shot boundaries are detected
using optical flow and displaced frame difference [25]. Then,
face tracking-by-detection is applied within each shot using a detector based on histogram of oriented gradients [10]
and the correlation tracker proposed by Danelljan et al. [11].
Each face track is then described by its average FaceNet embedding and compared with all the others using Euclidean
distance [20]. Finally, starting with one cluster per face
track, we iteratively merge the two most similar clusters,
compute the average FaceNet embedding of the resulting
cluster and update the Euclidean distance to the other clusters. This process is repeated until the minimum distance
between two clusters is higher than a threshold. Additionally, this hierarchical agglomerative clustering process is constrained not to merge co-occurring face track. Source code
for this module is available in pyannote-video [6].

4.3

Tagging

Figure 2 illustrates what the tagging module does. In
a nutshell, we propagate the labels resulting from the face
clustering step onto co-occurring speech turns resulting from
the linear BIC clustering step. As depicted by the dashed
talking-face detection module in Figure 1, we tried two variants of this approach – with or without talking-face filtering.
Without talking-face filtering, any face label can be propagated to the current speech turn. With talking-face filtering,
only labels of talking faces are propagated.

5.
5.1

EXPERIMENTS
Dataset

For this set of experiments, we relied on the reproducible
corpus TVD [19] and focused on the first season of Game
Of Thrones TV series. It contains ten episodes of approximately 55 minutes each. In particular, TVD provides the
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Figure 3: Performance of face track clustering.
two most similar clusters according to the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) [8], compute the resulting cluster
model, and update the BIC criterion to all other clusters.
This process is iterated until the BIC criterion is negative.
The main difference between linear and regular BIC clustering is that the former process the audio stream in chronological order and can only merge adjacent speech segments
coming from the speech activity detection module. The second difference is that the BIC criterion is computed from
Gaussian with diagonal covariance matrix for linear BIC
clustering, while regular BIC clustering relies on full covariance matrix. Each module relies on its own penalty coefficient hyper-parameter (λlinear and λregular ) that controls
how similar clusters must be to be mergeable.
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Figure 4: Performance of talking-face detection.

“who speaks when?” annotation obtained by forced alignement of the manual transcript with the audio track. Additionally, we relied on the manual face track annotation
provided in [22] to train and evaluate the face clustering
and talking-face detection modules.
For all experiments and unless otherwise stated, episodes
6 to 10 are used for training and reported evaluation metrics
are averaged over episodes 1 to 5.

5.2

Face tracking and clustering

Figure 3 summarizes the performance obtained by the face
clustering module. Pratically, we relied on dlib machine
learning toolkit [17] for face detection [10] and tracking [11],
and on Openface [1] for FaceNet embeddings [20]. Manual
face track identities provided in [22] were used for evaluation.
The purity reported in Figure 3 is computed as the ratio of
the accumulated total duration of the dominant class in each
cluster over the accumulated total duration of each cluster.
Complementarily, the coverage is the same as purity after
(automatic) clusters and (manual) classes exchanged their
role. A perfect clustering would lead to both purity and
coverage equal to one. Setting the distance threshold to a
value close to 0.0 would result in high purity and low coverage. The fact that coverage never reaches one (even with
high distance threshold) is explained by the introduction of
the constraint preventing co-occurring face tracks from being merged.

5.3

Talking-face detection

Figure 4 reports the performance obtained by the talkingface detection module. For each face track, the task is to decide when (if ever) the face is actually speaking. Groundtruth
was generated by combining manual face track identities
from [22] with “who speaks when?” annotations from [19].
We relied on dlib machine learning toolkit [17] for facial
landmarks detection and Yaafe [18] for MFCC extraction.
Precision is computed as the ratio of the total duration

Table 1: Results (• is number of hyper-parameters).
• Purity Coverage DER
baseline
2 57.1 %
58.6 %
54.5 %
face
3 53.5 %
65.6 %
53.1 %
talking face 4 59.8 %
60.8 %
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Figure 5: Behavior of tested approaches.

of face track correctly detected as speaking over the total
duration of all face tracks. Recall is the ratio of the total
duration of face track correctly detected as speaking over the
total duration of speaking face tracks. Proper comparison of
this approach with prior works on talking-face detection has
yet to be done, as it was not the main focus of this paper.
Note, however, that a simple baseline classifying all faces as
talking would yield a precision of around 22% (i.e. the ratio
of talking-faces in the corpus) and a F-measure of 36%.

5.4

Speaker diarization

Table 1 summarizes the performance obtained by the three
tested speaker diarization approaches. baseline is the one
from the upper part of Figure 1. face (respectively talking
face) is the one from the lower part of Figure 1 without
(resp. with) the talking-face detection module.
Diarization error rate (DER) is computed in two steps.
First, the optimal one-to-one mapping between reference
speaker labels and hypothesized speaker clusters is obtained
using the Hungarian algorithm. Once hypothesized speaker
clusters are mapped to reference speaker labels, the diarization error rate is the sum of three error rates: missed detection, false alarm and speaker confusion. Note that, in
this paper, missed detection and false alarm are null because we rely on the reference speech/non-speech segmentation from [19]. Purity and coverage are defined in the same
way as in Section 5.2, with the exception that speech regions
replace face tracks.
For each approach, hyper-parameters were optimized jointly
towards minimum diarization error rate on the training set,
using tree-structured Parzen estimators [4]. Practically, we
relied on the hyperopt hyper-parameters optimization toolkit [3].
The first observation is that the introduction of the face
clustering module does improve the overall speaker diarization performance – whether non-talking faces are filtered
(DER = 51.8%) or not (DER = 53.1%). Filtering out
non-talking faces tends to improve both purity (+2.8%) and
coverage (+2.2%); whereas keeping all faces seems to focus on improving coverage (+7.0%) at the expense of purity
(−3.6%).
Figure 5 provides better insight at the internal behavior of
each approach. The left (resp. right) part plots the value of
the diarization error rate (resp. purity as a function of cov-

erage) computed on the output of each module: linear BIC
clustering, tagging and regular BIC clustering. It shows that
the output of the face-driven tagging module in both face
and talking face approaches is already better than the baseline, even before applying the final regular BIC clustering
module. It also shows that face approach does not benefit from the final regular BIC clustering module as much as
talking face does. This expected behavior can be explained
by the fact that the face tagging module degrades purity a
lot more than its talking face tagging counterpart – a state
from which the subsequent regular BIC clustering step cannot recover.
Blue and green dots in Figure 3 correspond to the operating points selected through hyper-parameter optimization for the face clustering module of the talking face
and face approaches respectively. The talking face approach “chooses” to stop face clustering earlier than the face
approach does. Combined with a relatively precise talkingface detection module (blue dot in Figure 4), the resulting tagging module is able to increase coverage significantly
(+9.1%) while leaving purity relatively stable (−3.1%).
The main limitation of the proposed approach is obviously
the linear BIC clustering step. As a matter of fact, it appears that all three approaches converged towards the same
hyper-parameter λlinear that leads to a huge drop in purity
(from 100% to 65%), from which subsequent clustering steps
cannot (by design) recover. Future work will have to focus
on this particular aspect.

6.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we aimed at improving audio speaker diarization applied to TV series using the visual stream. We
used state-of-the-art face clustering based on neural network embeddings to initialize speaker diarization with cooccurring face labels, leading to improve diarization error
rate (from 54.5% to 53.1%). Additionnaly, we designed a
bi-directional long short-term memory recurrent neural network for talking-face detection and integrated it in the proposed framework to further improve the results (from 53.1%
down to 51.8%).
Speaker diarization in TV series remains a scientific challenge, but achieving good results could lead to novel multimedia applications improving the audience experience. For
instance, accessible subtitles as defined by BBC guidelines1
could benefit greatly from such a multimodal speaker diarization output. For instance, one could use “one color per
speaker”, “horizontal positioning” of subtitles closer to the
current speaker’s face thanks to the talking-face detection
module, or even use mark “single quotes for voice-over or
out-of-vision speaker” if no talking face is detected.
Future work will focus on improving the initial linear clustering (or speaker change detection) step, improving the
talking-face detection module (and actually comparing it
with existing approaches) and investigating joint audio-visual
clustering techniques instead of the series of audio and visual
clustering proposed in this paper.
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